BLACK WOMEN & THE BLUES
TIME TO GET ON BOARD
BY JACK HADLEY

February is officially Black History Month, one of the few times that the contributions of Black people are officially recognized in our country. And because the blues is Black music, it has always been about the entire spectrum of human emotion, the good and the bad. Women have always been at the forefront. A woman can sing a beggin’ blues with an entirely different feel than a man (no disrespect to Bobby “Blue” Bland). Baby, come back. I need you, don’t leave me... A woman knows we still need to pitch a Wang Dang Doodle, courtesy of Koko Taylor. And, yes, Didn’t It Rain? Thank you, Sister Rosetta Tharpe.

Men AND women drove that blues train we’ve been riding. The intersection of popular American music, that gumbo, that funky stew that became pop music is really all about the blues when you get down to it. So when you get on board make sure you stop at more than one station. Listen to some music that you never heard before. Dig a little deeper, go a little further. ☑️
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WHAT IS BLUE STAR CONNECTION?
The Blue Star Connection (BSC) is a non-profit organization dedicated to bringing music into the lives of children and young adults who are fighting cancer and other life-challenging situations. We also work with musical therapists in various hospitals and clinics. We also host fundraisers and benefit concerts in many cities around the world.

THE BLUE STAR CONNECTION MISSION
The Blue Star Connection mission is to provide access and ownership of musical instruments for children and young adults with cancer and other serious life challenges. To date we have reached hundreds of kids and have donated musical gear to over 25 Children’s Hospital Music Therapy programs, as well as several other community programs.

Please help us continue this mission.

bluestarconnection.org

The Colorado Blues Society is a proud supporter of Blue Star Connection. Donate to Blue Star today!
Welcome 2017! A New Year and hopefully a better year than 2016 for most of us. We lost a lot of greats last year!

I’d like to give a shout-out to two CBS board members who have taken on new roles for the Colorado Blues Society. Board member Jude Talaba is our new membership/merchandise coordinator. Jude will be responsible for managing merchandise inventory and setting up and managing the booth at various events. CBS volunteer Phil Borcherding has agreed to help with transporting, set-up and tear down. Jerrelyn Corraggio will also continue to help as one of our top-notch volunteers.

Board member Kerry Morrison has taken over the Blues In The Schools (BITS) chair position from Mike Golden. I’d like to thank Mike for his hard work coordinating BITS performances over the years. Kerry is very excited to assume this role and is already busy contacting schools. If any of you have connections with a school that might be interested in having an educational presentation about the blues, please contact Kerry at education@coblues.org. Kerry and Jude both joined the board in 2016.

In closing, I want to thank the many volunteers who contribute to the mission of the Colorado Blues Society, including my fellow board members! Get out and support live Blues!
The largest Collings guitar dealer west of the Mississippi.
Tune into KGNU Community Radio at

88.5 FM
BOULDER

1390 AM
DENVER

93.7 FM
NEDERLAND

Listen to diverse voices, music from around the world and programming heard no where else!

Blues Legacy Friday from 6-9 pm
The finest in old time blues to today’s artists.

Dusty Grooves Friday from 9-11 pm
Exploring classic Funk & Soul music from the 60’s and 70’s, as well as new recordings steeped in the tradition of that era.

BLUES CALENDAR AVAILABLE for all Blues Musicians and Venues

Did you know you can have your gigs posted on the Colorado Blues Society Calendar? Posting your gigs alerts blues lovers to your shows.

The Blues Calendar is sent out weekly via an email blast to over 1200 blues lovers around the state as well as CBS members.
AND it is announced weekly on the Blues Legacy show on KGNU Community Radio (www.k-gnu.org)

All YOU need to do is email your gigs to calendar@coblues.org
Your shows will be promoted for FREE!!

For more information please contact
Jennifer at mrsblueswood@comcast.net or visit

www.coblues.org
DAN KING is back in the bar business. Stop by his new joint, Bogey’s Eatery & Spirits in Gunbarrel.

Great food, full bar, and (very soon) live music.

6525 Gunpark Drive Ste. 380
Boulder CO 80301
303 530 7423
bogeyseateryandspirits.com

The Boulder Drum Shop and Tribes Custom Drums endorse, sponsor and appreciate the Colorado Blues Society, Blue Star Connection and the wonderful, caring family of blues artists who donate their time and energy to promote worthy humanitarian causes that enhance the lives of those in need.

thedrumshopboulder.com

GJF MANAGEMENT
Artist and Business Management
Representing Music Industry Professionals including Record Labels

GREGG FRIEDMAN, ESQ. 303.447.2299
This year’s two preliminary rounds will be held on April 2nd at the Dickens Opera House and April 23rd at D’s Tavern in Littleton. The finals will be held on May 7th at the Dickens as well.

**CHANGES FOR 2017**

1. The winning band will receive a gig as the act for the pre-fest of the Trinidaddio Blues Festival in August. CBS will compensate the winning band $500 for playing the pre-fest party and the act will also receive two hotel rooms for two nights from the Trinidaddio Blues Festival.

2. We’ve adopted the IBC standard for act bios this year that will be used to introduce you to the attending audience at the Colorado Blues Challenge. Write a concise act biography limited to the 650 characters (including spaces) that the IBC requires.

3. A random number generating program will be used to determine the order of performing for each of the three rounds of competition. Each act will be assigned a number for that date and then compete in the order determined by the random number generator. All of the solo/duo acts and all of the bands will compete with their respective divisions for the finals.

As always, a competing band must be a band/business member of the Colorado Blues Society.

Entries must be in by March 18th, 2017.

Questions: kyledeibler@cox.net
2017 Colorado Blues Challenge

*An Official Preliminary to the International Blues Challenge*

Official Application Form

April 2nd, April 23rd and May 7th, 2017

(Please print)

Name of Act: ____________________________________________

Type of Act: Solo/Duo__________    Band __________

The undersigned hereby attests that he/she is 18 years of age or older, and is the responsible spokesperson for the individual(s) listed elsewhere on this form and identified above by real or stage name, and herein referred to as "The Act." To compete in the Colorado Blues Challenge, the Act must be a band member of the Colorado Blues Society.

The undersigned spokesperson further attests that each person identified as a member of The Act has never been nominated for a W.C. Handy or Blues Music Award.

It is agreed by the spokesperson that he/she and each member of The Act do hereby exempt from all liability The Colorado Blues Society, and all persons, organizations and companies that are directly or indirectly associated with the Colorado Blues Challenge.

It is further agreed by the spokesperson that he/she and each member of The Act do hereby accept full responsibility for all taxes and restrictions relating to contest prizes received by The Act. Further, each member of The Act herewith permits The Colorado Blues Society the right to make use of his/her/their names, voices, picture images and other likenesses for the purpose of advertising, publishing and promoting the Colorado Blues Challenge through the media and radio/television shows presented or produced by The Colorado Blues Society. In addition, the spokesperson and each member of The Act hereby agrees that The Colorado Blues Society will retain total ownership of the program(s), the right to edit the program(s), the right to broadcast the program(s), the right to copyright the program(s) and the right to license others to use these rights. This does not include the copyrights or publishing rights of individual songs performed by The Act, the rights of which will be retained by The Act.

The undersigned spokesperson hereby acknowledges that each member of The Act is knowledgeable of and agrees to abide by the terms herein stated and the rules of the Colorado Blues Challenge, as set forth by The Colorado Blues Society.

Spokesperson’s Signature: ________________________________________

Spokesperson’s Name (Print): ________________________________________

Home Address: ____________________________________________________

City/State/Zip: ______________________________________________________

Phone: Day (   ) __________________________________  Evening (   ) __________________________________

E-mail address: ____________________________________________________

Best time to call: _____________ A.M.   _____________ P.M.
Dave Kennedy
The 303 Blues Project
Interview by Jim Primock

JP: What is the 303 Blues Project?
DK: We are a charitable organization with a mission to foster an audience for live Blues music, provide gigs for upcoming Blues musicians and celebrate authentic live-music culture. Our model is to find a club to host our events and then we book, pay and promote the bands. By hosting gigs, we aim to inspire club owners to book more Blues acts and to introduce Blues music to a whole new audience.

JP: Tell me how 303 Blues Project came to be.
DK: The inspiration was partly philanthropic and partly selfish. In 2014 the Blues and Greens at the Outlook Hotel closed. I really miss it and, selfishly, I want to inspire another club owner in Boulder to make a serious commitment to the Blues.

On the philanthropic side, I want to support the local blues scene by providing paid gigs to Blues bands. I was playing for a number of years with my band, the Steele Blues Band, and as a new band it was difficult to find gigs. Booking a first gig was difficult. So we hosted the first 303 Blues Project event at 303 Vodka Distillery overlooking the Flatirons. We organized a “First Friday” with all of the artists, distillers and tinkerers that share the warehouse space where we practice. We hired Rex Peoples & X Factr to head-line and our band played the warm-up slot.

The event was a huge success. We brought some blues back to Boulder, our band got to play. The crowd was a mix of young couples with their dogs, old blues fans and the artist community. Rex was in high form, preaching the Blues! It was the first time for many in attendance to experience the joy of live Blues music. I think we made a few converts that night.

From there, we began hosting more events and focused on supporting IBC bands. Then we added a charity component to raise money for IBC acts and local schools. We have hosted events at 303 Vodka Distillery, Boulder Beer, The Dickens Opera House, The Oriental Theater, Bohemian Biergarten and Shine.

JP: Is it difficult to find places to host the events?
DK: Yes. We ask the venues to host our events on a Saturday night and in return we pay the bands and promote the event. Venue owners are rightfully concerned about the bottom line. We have to prove that we can bring a crowd. This means that we have to book the right band, hook up with the right charitable group and do a lot of promotion.

The promotion is a combination of old-school marketing and social media. In addition, to hanging posters in the local music shops we have a growing social media presence at 303BluesProject.org. Ian Steele is our social media guru. He recently began shooting live Facebook video of our events. It’s awesome.

“...we began hosting more events and focused on supporting IBC bands...”

continued on pg. 9
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We are so grateful to our venue-partners. Many of them have seen the results first hand and now have begun to book blues acts without us. That’s what it is all about. We want to plant the seeds and help it grow.

JP: What other types of outreach do you make in the Blues community?

DK: We have found that it takes a lot of talented people to achieve our goals. We support the poster artists, the radio stations and the music teachers. I want to encourage all new bands to book a band-coach. Our band has had some incredible coaching from Johnny-O, Rex Peoples, Brad Jones, Jim DeSchamp and others. Working with these folks has been one of the best experiences of being in a band. I can’t say it enough … support your local music teachers, poster artists, photographers! And don’t forget the Colorado Blues Society!

JP: How did you get to the blues in the first place?

DK: It was the seventies and my big brother loved rock & roll. I wanted to be like him, so I started stealing his albums. After you listen to Led Zeppelin I a hundred times, you start to ask yourself the question, where did this music originate? You already know the answer. It all goes back to the blues.

In the eighties, I lived in Austin, Texas, near Antone’s, the famous blues club. Clifford Antone booked all of the best blues acts. I witnessed almost every old and new blues act of the day. Plus, I was indoctrinated in blues culture — watching Clifford preside over the club encased in a permanent cloud of cigar smoke. As a skinny kid from Iowa, it made quite an impression on me.

Bands that have played 303 Blues Project:

- Boulder Blues Quartet
- Deep Pocket Thieves
- Delta Sonics
- G’Jai Blues
- John Weeks Band
- King Stan Band
- Michael Hornbuckle Band
- Randall Dubis Band
- Rex Peoples and X Factr
- Simo
- Steele Blues Band
- Story of Two

“...where did this music originate?
You already know the answer.
It all goes back to the blues...”
2016 BLUES PERFORMANCES

TOP LEFT:
CYRIL NEVILLE WITH THE ROYAL SOUTHERN BROTHERHOOD,
ORIENTAL THEATER, DENVER, 6.16

RIGHT:
BOBBY MESSANO, NISSI’S, LAFAYETTE, 10.16.16

PHOTOS © MICHAEL MARK
2016 BLUES PERFORMANCES

TOP LEFT:
JANIVA MAGNESS, ORIENTAL THEATER, DENVER, 8.26.16

RIGHT:
LAREA EDWARDS AT THE TOAD TAVERN, DENVER, 10.22.16

PHOTOS © MICHAEL MARK
Marty Stokes calls the area around Sanibel and Captiva Islands (on Florida’s Gulf Coast) home, and it’s also where he grew up and has been playing the blues since he was a kid. As a member of the states’ many blues societies, The Marty Stokes Band spreads it’s blues all over the sunshine state. One would be hard pressed to find a club or festival in Florida where the band has not played. When you think about it, there’s something to be said for that - the band is constantly working!

On “Pick Up The Phone”, the band consists of: Marty Stokes on vocals, and lead, rhythm, slide & acoustic guitars; Jennifer Mazziotti on tenor and all harmony saxophones; Darryl Best on bass; and Carveth Clauson on drums. Special guests on the project include: John McLanne on B-3 keyboards; Summer Kilgore Mendez on lead and backup vocals; J P Soars on lead and cigar box guitars; and Chris Peet on drums. The album is Marty Stokes’ third release, is self-produced and his first on the Lakehouse label. It features thirteen tracks of which nine were penned by Marty.

“Pick Up The Phone”, the opening and title track, is the only track on the disc that features just the four members of the band. Basically, this fast paced shuffle is what those of us familiar with the band get to hear on a regular basis - tight and intense rhythm from Darryl and Carveth, with lots of smokin’ sax and guitar leads by Jennifer and Marty.

The sixty second scorching guitar work Marty lays down on the intro to “Take A Little Time” immediately had me loving this one. Then shortly afterwards Jennifer blows out a similar scorching riff on her sax and that was it, I was in slow blues heaven. When these two team up on these tandem burning blues leads, it just doesn’t get any better. Then again, with Chris Pete (JP Soars & the Red Hots and Southern Hospitality) and John McLane running your rhythm it kind of does. Since the song was made famous by a powerful female vocalist - Tracy Nelson - it was a smart production move to have another powerful female vocalist - Summer Kilgore Mendez - sing it. Between her lead and Marty on backup vocals, Summer nails this version of “Livin’ The Blues”.

“Whiskey Drinking Woman” and “Do You No Harm” are two tracks that are all about the guitars. With Darryl and Carveth in their usual rhythm groove behind them, these consecutive tracks feature a collection of phenomenal lead, slide, guitar box and rhythm guitar work by Marty Stokes and J P Soars.

All aboard the “Morning Train”..... next stop, church! This spiritual, Gospel track was pleasantly unexpected. Not being able to recall Marty ever doing this type of thing, I’m already looking forward to the next time he does. His acoustic guitar work is as moving as it is masterful and the harmony vocals between him and Summer are heavenly. Great track!

Other tracks on “Pick Up The Phone” include: “Sink Or Swim”, “Low Flyer”, “Pay My Dues”, “Down Like A Man In Love”, “Tumble”, “I Found Love” and “Inside The Bottle”.

For more on Marty Stokes, you can go to his website at www.martystokes-band.com and the record label’s website at www.lakehouserecords.com. When you do, please tell Marty and Reno that the Blewzzman sent you. FYI, Marty and the band will be performing in the 2017 IBC in Memphis.

- PETER “BLEWZZMAN” LAURO
First of all, I want to send a shout out to John Hammer of Blue Monday Monthly for sending Tom Dikon and the band my way. I contacted Tom and he “hot shot” me this CD. I put it in the CD player and have yet to take it out.

This is a self-produced CD, which I am a fan of. No bells and whistles are needed, just a great recording at Clay Garden Studios in Norfolk, Virginia with Brad Rosenberg as the lead engineer and The Crabhouse Studio in Hampton, Virginia with Jason Cale as lead engineer. Tom asked me to note that Jason made this CD possible.

Before I start the ride with Tom, I would like to mention the The Jukes Revival band. Talk about a drummer in Randy Hagin – this man carries some hot sticks and brings it back to each song beat for beat. Then there is Jason Cale on guitar who can match anything you throw at him, solid and lively as they come with smooth vocals. Dave Fater is outstanding on sax, smooth at times and then in your face. My “Blues” soul went straight to the stereo when “JR” Erb worked his magic on the upright bass. Exceptionally solid and strong – it’s hard these days to find this rare talent and there is nothing like a good “Dog House” player. Tom brings along guest artists, one of which I would like to mention in particular is Jackie Scott.

The lyrics to all of the songs were written by Tom over a period of sixteen years, and each has a story to tell which is something I like to hear from artists. No covers on this CD – you gotta love that! What a gem it is to listen to.

Tom spent twenty-eight years in the Air Force and many of the people involved in the production are or have been military members in different branches. I would like to thank them for their service to our country.

Tom Dikon is a “Mississippi Sax” player and Hohner remains his favorite brand to play. He has kept all of the harps he has used through his long career. Tom cites the influence of James Cotton, Paul Butterfield, Big Walter Horton and John Mayall to name a few.

I personally put him up there with harmonica players I know such as Nigel Mack, Mikey Jr., and Marc Breitfelder (an IBC 2011 duo winner with George Schroeder). Not to drop names, but also Bob Corritore and Charlie Musselwhite.

Dig into this CD and you will get not only your share of Blues, but also jive, swing, and boogie woogie. You can dance, dance, dance. Got to get on the floor when Tom Dikon and the Jukes Revival take the stage – can’t sit still, trust me!

In addition to the harp, with Tom you get wonderful vocals. They take you to the top and then slide you down to smooth where his harmonica sings for him. Hey, he’s great but he can’t play the harp and sing at the same time. Lucky for us we get both.

I’m telling you Blues lovers, you can’t go wrong by adding this CD to your most played list. It’s about time word got out about his talent. Go to www.tom-dikon.com or contact him at harpgeek@ gmail.com to get your copy. Tom is open for Blues venues and private parties. I would like to thank Tom’s wife Julie for encouraging him to get his music to the public.

- MISS ELLA, SISTER TO THE BLUES

“...Tom cites the influence of James Cotton, Paul Butterfield, Big Walter Horton and John Mayall.”
This is the latest CD for Mojo Theory. I write this “revisit” since they have reinvented themselves as all great artists must do in all genres of music to come up in the world of entertainment.

As an owner of their previous CDs “Time To Play The Blues” and “Mojo Theory II,” I could not wait to listen to Turn This Thing Around. What I heard was solid Mississippi Blues with Boogie Woogie, R & B, and a small helping of Nashville thrown in – there are no covers on this CD.

Mark Richards, lead singer, will not let your eyes and ears leave the stage. He is so smooth and soulful that I don’t think you will get enough and just want to keep playing it again and again. With Mojo Theory you get the one and only Todd Mollette on drums, an eternal smile on his face as he calls the entire drum set to motion. He doesn’t need flash and bang, just as solid a drummer as they come. Jeff “JMO” Morris is one of the finest keyboard players I have heard in quite some time. He does not need to sit down – his focus is on the music. Each track fits his wonderful fingers and soul.

A new member of Mojo Theory is something special. Welcome Brian Beatty and you are in for a treat. As lead guitarist he adds a new realm to the group. Brian brings thirty-five years of electric guitar experience. He not only plays with the band, but also builds electric guitars. I have heard him play an awesome acoustic guitar – even piano.

Duane Coffman (aka “Coffee”), the new bass player, is embedded in Jazz, R & B, and Blues. At one time, he had his own group, the Coffee Clark Band. He credits some of his inspiration to Lewis Johnson and Larry Graham. As a bass guitar player he brings something special to the stage. His style is smooth and fun – the kind of bass player I like to see and hear. Don’t miss that show.

I have been honored to watch as they stepped on stage at the Orpheum Theater for the finals of the International Blues Challenge in 2011 and 2013. Both years they played to a standing ovation. A writer published in his review of the IBC finals that Mark Richard’s rendition of Lay My Burden Down was the best song he heard the entire evening. Apparently I am not the only one who sees talent here.

We’ll hold on tight because Mojo Theory will once again compete in the IBC in 2017, having won the competition in Toledo, OH. I sincerely expect to see them on the final stage, if not in the winner’s circle.

To find out more about this band, visit their website www.mojotheory.com. Read the history and purchase the music. This is a band to be seen live or just listen to in your own music world. Better yet both – I have!
REVIEW

Various Artists
VIRGINIA BLUES SHOWCASE
Produced by Bobby BlackHat
Productions, Distributed by Mary4Music

“Virginia Blues Showcase” is a compilation CD featuring eleven original songs by eleven different bands from the Commonwealth of Virginia. Since all of the tracks are worthy of mention, I will give a brief description of each. On the other hand, because I do not have access to the names of all the talented performers, I won’t always be able to give credit where credit is due.

The disc opens with “My World Did Not End” (Bobby BlackHat Walters,ASCAP) and it’s performed by it’s producer, Bobby BlackHat Walters (www.bobbyblackhat.com). By now, that should be a familiar name to most of my readers - Bobby’s had songs on several Mary4Music “Keeping the Blues Alive” compilation releases and I’ve had the pleasure of reviewing all of his releases. As with most of his work, this one features well sung, soulful, baritone vocals; rich rhythm; and a few hot harp, guitar and piano leads. The line “My world did not end when you walked out the door and honey now that you’re gone I smile a whole lot more” makes it quite obvious that although this IS a song about his woman leaving him, unlike others of that nature, it ISN’T a sad song.

Next up is “Can’t Shake it” (Tom Euler, BMI), by Tom Euler (www.tomeuler.com). The first minute of this six-minute plus track was pure, unadulterated, scorching blues guitar licks that had me thinking “Oh yeah, I can happily go for five more minutes of this”. Then Tom started belting out some emotionally charged slow blues on the vocals and something good just got better......way better. The purpose of these compilation discs is to introduce the listener to an artist he or she may want to hear more of - and in this case, mission accomplished. I want to hear a lot more of Tom Euler.

If you’re the kind of person who likes to “Kick Up Yo’ Heels” (Cecil, Moss, Folks, Davis, Burgess, BMI) here’s one to do, to. From start to finish, this smoker by The Bush League (www.thebushleague.com) is an all out three alarmer.

This next song reminded me so much of a former next door neighbor of mine that before I tell you about the song, I feel compelled to tell you about him. Besides being a religious zealot, Bob was also a bigot who always made derogatory comments about some of the residents in the neighborhood. Yet, when he would see me washing my car on a Sunday morning, he’d stop by his house and say “Hey Pete, you know your soul needs cleansing just as that car does, why don’t you come to church with me today? My reply would be the same each time he asked, “Maybe next week, Bob”. Sometimes, if I was still out there when he returned, he’d stop, call me over to his car, then hand me the church bulletin. Well, one day I saw a for sale sign on Bob’s front lawn and when I asked why he was moving he proudly announced that he’d had it with the mix of races in the area and had found a piece of property in an area of northern Georgia where the demographic was 99% white. Now I know Bob honestly believes that one day his soul will rest in heaven but I know - that although I won’t recognize him because of the hood he’ll probably have on - that I’ll be seeing his ass in hell.......and that’s my true story relating the song called “Mean Church People” (Jackie Merritt and Lisa Gibbs, ASCAP) by the M.S.G Acoustic Blues Trio (www.acousticbluesmsg.com). This very well written, very well sung acoustic track with precision guitar pickin’, is a real truthful song about real untruthful people. Touche’ ladies.

“Flyin’ Blind” (Murray Miller & “Doc” Robin van Tine, BMI) is by another band who has been a part of what we do at Mary4music - the Doc Robin Band (www.docrobinband.com). It’s a rhythm fueled smoker led by Doc’s wizardry on the organ and piano.

“I Can’t Lose These Blues” (Ron Feinner, BMI) is beautifully done ballad by BlueHouse Project (www.bluehouseproject.com). It’s highlighted by tender, story telling style vocals backed by silky-like rhythm and sultry sax leads.

“My Well Run Dry” (Herbie Desseyn & Christopher Gifford, ASCAP) is done by yet another Mary4Music alumni - Herbie D & The Dangermen (www.hereddandthedangermen.com). This band is an acoustic blues band and had I not seen them perform live, I’d call anyone who told me that a liar. Their sound is LARGE, to say the least. The combination of the standup bass, acoustic guitar, percussion and saxophone create a completely unique vibe.

Not knowing them, if Cole Layman and Logan Layman were introduced to you as Barbie and Ken, you’d have a much easier time believing that than being told they were the nucleus of a blues band called In Layman Terms (www.3inlaymanterms.com). Yet, these two young, very good looking, well mannered, intelligent, sports playing, Ivy League looking siblings can get as low down and dirty as some of the best in the genre. Take it from me, there is no faking it at all on “Fake it Til I Make It” (Cole & Logan Layman,ASCAP). I’ve been a fan of theirs since I first saw them a few years back. It was in a club on Beale Street and the duo - maybe 14 & 15 at the time - handled the room like 60 year old seasoned veterans.

Continued on pg. 21
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“Money” (Johnny Ray Light, BMI) is a song from a band that’s been in the Mary4Music family since they formed back in 2008 - Planet Full Of Blues (www.planetfullofblues.com). The band's blues of choice is high energy, rhythm driven, horn powered blues backing up equally high energy, very soulful vocals.

Not only is “Good Man Gone Down” (Julius Ray Pitman, BMI) by Julius Pitman and the Revival (www.juliusrpittman.com) the disc’s longest track but it’s the most mesmerizing as well. It’s nearly seven and a half minutes of a trance inducing conglomeration of: melancholy lyrics delivered by smooth yet riveting vocals; trippy organ chords; bewitching rhythm; and sensuously soft saxophone leads. I suggest you listen to this one by sitting back with your headphones on after you’ve poured yourself a snifter full of Grand Mariner (or whatever it is you take the edge off with). Feel free to thank me later.

The CD ends with the most humorous track of the bunch - “In Law Blues” (Shelly Thiss & The Mike Lucci Band, BMI) by The Mike Lucci Band (www.mikelucciband.com). So right about now, those of you who can’t stand you in-laws are probably thinking this one may be somewhat relatable.....WRONG! You see, Shelly’s met several very wonderful men and women who she felt would have made excellent mothers and fathers in law. That said, it’s the process of them becoming her in-laws that has her petrified and that’s having to marry their son.

Since this disc is for promotional purposes only, and the amount pressed was limited, it’s not likely that many of you will be able to get your hands on a copy. On the other hand, please feel free to contact the individual bands about the possibility of obtaining a copy of their current releases.

Additionally, any day now, over 200 radio stations will be receiving a copy of “Virginia Blues Showcase” for airplay. Should you be one of those lucky recipients, we hope you’ll give many of the tracks many amount of spins. When that happens, please send airplay lists to the disc’s producer - Bobby BlackHat Walters - at bobby@bobbyblackhat.com.

As usual, should you make contact with any of this talented bunch, please tell them the Blewzzman sent you.

- PETER “BLEWZZMAN” LAURO

“...melancholy lyrics delivered by smooth yet riveting vocals; trippy organ chords; bewitching rhythm; and sensuously soft saxophone leads…”
So with the 2017 Blues Music Awards nominations having just been released, I'm going very far out on a limb with my thoughts on this song. That said, they are my thoughts and I'm sticking with them. I honestly believe that right now I'm listening to an odds on favorite for a nod in the 2018 “Song of the Year” category - “When We Die, We All Come Back As Music”. According to Jon, “what else can we be?” As Jon soulfully sings about the various types of music he may come back as, those thoughts are accompanied by highlighting that music's instrumentation. Very well done track with great rhythm, trumpet, sax and piano work by Ralph, Louie, Bobby, Bill and Ken, and killer vocals and harp work by Jon. Just for the record, I want to come back as a very long and sultry tenor saxophone lead.

Yes, “Ghost Dance” is a song about dancing. And to help you along with that, Jon will tell you so many reasons for dancing you’ll “keep on dancin' till the dancin's through” - which when you think about it, that can't really happen. Great up tempo track with some serious rhythm, percussion, and hand clapping and bang up slide guitar by Chuck.

Some of us - me for sure - may share Jon's recollection of things he learned in that place called “School”. Especially the non-academic things like learning to carve your initials into an old wooden desk; learning the art of aimlessly staring out the window; unhappily learning what soap tastes like; and of course, something many of us majored in - learning how to fight. Jon’s got a lot more and tells it a lot better. It’s a funky number with the rhythm and horn sections on top of their game. Easily one of my personal favorites.

So Jon's detailed description of “Maxine” had me thinking I might know what her profession is. Then he confirmed it with “Maxine, honey is that you? In the clothes you wear when the rent is due?” Hey, ya gotta do what ya gotta do. Once again, outstanding harp blowin' from Jon and more remarkable rhythm led by Ralph, who's at disc's best on bass.

The disc closes with “Easy Come, Easy Go”. It's a solo acoustic song that's barely two minutes in length but it's an awesome two minutes at that. It's just Jon on vocals & harp with Ralph on guitar putting on one hell of a riveting performance.

Other tracks on “When We Die, We All Come Back As Music” include: “Wishing Well”, “Bird On A Wire”, “I Love You More”, “Mystery” and “Jealous Kind Of Guy”.

I think it's interesting to mention that Jon did something on the liner notes of this CD that I have never seen before on the countless thousands of albums and CDS I've read those notes on. After each song he lists all the different keys in which he played his harps. Now that's a consummate teacher for you.

To find out much more about Jon Gindick, and maybe even look into attending one of his harmonica camps, just go to www.jongindickband.com. And as I always ask you to do, please tell him the Blewzzman sent you.

- PETER “BLEWZZMAN” LAURO
MOJO & BUSINESS MEMBERS

VENUES
OSKAR BLUES
303 Main Street
Lyons, CO
303.823.6685

BUFFALO ROSE
119 Washington Avenue
Golden, CO 80401-1142
303.278.6800
www.buffalorose.net

THE TELLURIDE BLUES & BREWS FESTIVAL
500 E.California Avenue
Telluride, CO 81435
970.728.8037

HEART OF BRIGHTON
www.heartofbrighton.org

BAUR’S LISTENING LOUNGE
1512 Curtis St.
Denver, CO 80202
303.615.4000

THE BERTHOUD BREWING COMPANY
450 8th Street, Suite B
Berthoud, CO 80513

THE RUSTY BUCKET
3355 S Wadsworth Blvd.
Lakewood, CO 80227
303.980.6200
www.therusty-bucket.com

SWALLOW HILL MUSIC ASSN.
71 E.Yale Avenue
Denver, CO 80210
303.777.1003
www.swallowhillmusic.org

BROADWAY MUSIC SCHOOL
1940 S. Broadway
Denver, CO 80210
303.777.0833
www.broadwaymusic-school.com

THE ORIENTAL THEATER
4335 W.44th Avenue
Denver, CO 80212
720.420.0030

THE TOAD TAVERN
5302 S. Federal Cir.
Littleton, CO 80123
303.795.6877
www.toadtavern.com

ZIGGIE’S
4923 W. 38th Avenue
Denver, CO 80212
303.455.9930
www.ziggieslivemusic.com

MOJO MEMBERS
WAYNE B. ASHMORE
AUSTIN AYERS
MUNSEY AYERS
STEVE COLEMAN
LYNN CONNER
MICHAEL DUNCAN
LUANN & LANCE GALE
JANE HASCALL
MERLEN & MARYON HATTER
CAROLINE & BOB KAUFFMAN
PATRICK KENNEDY
MAMA RAVEN BAND
MIKE LANDESS
WAYNE & FRAN PHIPPS
NEIL SEXTON
BILL & PAM SPRY
GENE VIGIL
GENE & KAY WALKER
LEONARD & LINDA WALMSLEY
JULIE & JIM GARDNER
TODD REILLY
LEONARD FRIELING
www.lfrieling.com
MURAT AND OYA IYIGUN
CHIA MANDRY
JOHN H. HAMRICK
DAVID SIDWELL
BRIAN L. SHUNAMON
JOANNE COLE
303.443.7459
jocole420@gmail.com

BUSINESS MEMBERS
GRAND COUNTY BLUES SOCIETY
THE ART SERVICES COMPANY
KOCHEVAR MEDICAL MASSAGE CTR.
ROLLING THUNDER PRODUCTIONS
DAN TREANOR & THE AFROSIPPI BLUES BAND
A MUSIC COMPANY, INC.
NEW MEXICO BLUES SOCIETY
STACY LEES
stacy@denverboozeandbars.com
CLASSIC JUKEBOX AND GAME CO. LLC
www.classicjukeboxandgameco.com
GERI OLIVEIRA, CRS, CLHMS, GRI
Wright Kingdom Real Estate
www.gerioliveira.com
GET CONNECTED EVENTS
www.getconnectedevents.com
MURAT AND OYA IYIGUN
CHIA MANDRY
JOHN H. HAMRICK
DAVID SIDWELL
BRIAN L. SHUNAMON
JOANNE COLE
303.443.7459
jocole420@gmail.com

GRAND COUNTY BLUES SOCIETY
THE ART SERVICES COMPANY
KOCHEVAR MEDICAL MASSAGE CTR.
ROLLING THUNDER PRODUCTIONS
DAN TREANOR & THE AFROSIPPI BLUES BAND
A MUSIC COMPANY, INC.
NEW MEXICO BLUES SOCIETY
STACY LEES
stacy@denverboozeandbars.com
CLASSIC JUKEBOX AND GAME CO. LLC
www.classicjukeboxandgameco.com
GERI OLIVEIRA, CRS, CLHMS, GRI
Wright Kingdom Real Estate
www.gerioliveira.com
GET CONNECTED EVENTS
www.getconnectedevents.com
MURAT AND OYA IYIGUN
CHIA MANDRY
JOHN H. HAMRICK
DAVID SIDWELL
BRIAN L. SHUNAMON
JOANNE COLE
303.443.7459
jocole420@gmail.com

BUSINESS MEMBERS
AJAX BLUES BAND
BARE NAKED BLUES DUO
BLUEGILL PRODUCTIONS
CHERRY BLOSSOM FLORIST
CLARK CHANSLOR
CODA, INC.
COLORADO LIFESTYLES PROPERTIES, LLC
CLEAR CHANNEL MEDIA AND COMMUNICATIONS
CLEAR GRAVY PRODUCTIONS
SCOTT B. DAVES
CROSSER DAVIS
DAVE GOODRICH
DAVID GREGORY
ROCK & BLUES LLC, J-ENTERTAINMENT
JILL ROSE QUINN
RICHARD LINER
ROAD DAWG TOURING CO.
THE DRUMSHOP
TOM SUND
TECHNICAL & MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND SERVICE
WOODWARD PRODUCTION
ALAN KNIGHT AND COMPANY  
reverbnation.com/alanknightandcompany
BIG JIM ADAM  
jimadamblues.com
BLUEZ HOUSE  
reverbnation.com/bluezhouse  
myspace.com/bluezhouse
303.449.2616
CARY MORIN  
carymorin.com
JENN CLEARY  
P.O. Box 4655  
Boulder CO 80306  
720.938.1294  
JennCleary.com
DAN TREANOR BAND  
dantreanorbnd.com
DAVEY AND THE BLU DOG  
daveyandthebludog.com
CROSSER DAVIS  
crosserdavis@msn.com  
719.382.3903
DOC BROWN’S BLUES BAND  
docbrownsbluesband.com
303.921.6256
RANDALL DUBIS BAND  
randalldubis.com
303.475.5579
EEF “MISS 333”  
eefguitar.com
303.941.1559
G’JAI’S JOOK JOINT BLUES BAND  
gjai-blues.com
JACK GAFFNEY  
jackgaffney.com
THE JACK HADLEY BAND  
jackhadleymusic.net  
reverbnation.com/jackhadley
HOGBACK BLUES BAND  
hogbackbluesband.com
WILLIE HOUSTON  
bluesmanwilliehouston.com
JOHNNY JOHNSTON  
JohnnyJohnston.com  
970.988.9912
MY BLUE SKY  
mybluesky.com
PAPA JUKE  
papajuke.com
303.926.9626
ROBERT WILSON BLUES BAND  
robertwilsonblues.com
970.215.9193
FELONIUS SMITH  
feloniussmith.com
303.499.1665
THE DR. IZZY BAND  
drizzyband.com
THE VINDICATORS BAND  
thevindicatorsband.com
THREESHOTS  
bandmix.com/threeshots
THE JOHN WEEKS BAND  
johnweeksband.com
THE LIONEL YOUNG BAND  
mojomama.net
WEST OF THE BLUES  
cameron@westoftheblues.com  
303.761.8641
REX PEOPLES & XFACTR  
facebook.com/RexPeoplesBand2013
PROFESSOR FOX BAND  
professorfoxband.com
50 SHADES OF BLUE  
reverbnation.com/50shadesofblue7
A.J. FULLERTON  
aJfulerton.com
ANDY SYDOW  
andysydow.com
ANOTHER PERFECT CIRCUS  
reverbnation.com/anotherperfectcircus
BARREL OF BLUES  
barrelofblues.com
CHRIS CHESLIN  
facebook.com/chris.cheslin.50
THE CUSTOM SHOP BAND  
thecustomshopband.com
DAN HAYNES  
jango.com/music/Danny+Haynes+Solo
DEEP POCKET THIEVES  
deeppocketthieves.com
DREA VAN ALLEN  
facebook.com/dreavanallenmusic
KERRY PASTINE AND THE CRIME SCENE  
crimesceneband.com
MOUNTAIN MOJO BAND  
bandmix.com/mtnmojo
MUSIC APPRECIATION SOCIETY  
baursmagic.com/mas
MICHAEL HOSSSLER  
facebook.com/michael.hossler
PEACHES AND RHYTHM TRAIN  
rachelandtheruckus.com
SCOTT “SHACK” HACKLER  
scotthacklermusic.com
TELEDONNA  
bandstowntown.com/Teledonna
THE NEW FRENETIX  
THE KAY COATS BAND  
theKaycoatsband.com
TRACY QUINN BAND  
facebook.com/TracyQuinnBand
VELARDE  
velardeademusic.com
MAXWELL MUD  
513.477.6379  
maxwellmud@gmail.com
DAVID MORGENSTERN  
303.396.2386  
morgbass@aol.com
BLUES BROADCASTS

SUNDAY
KSTR 96.1 FM Grand Junction, 9-10 am & 8-9 pm Blues Deluxe
KVNF 90.9 FM Paonia & 89.1 FM Montrose, 4-5 pm, Beale Street Caravan, www.kvnf.org
KOTO 91.7FM, 89.3FM, 105.5FM Telluride, 4-6 pm Blues Hang Over (every other Sunday) www.koto.org, Island Radio, 5-7 pm (rebroadcast Thursday, 5-7 pm) True Blues with Brian Elliott www.island92.com
KRFX 103.5 FM Denver, 7-10 pm Strictly Blues with Ken Turner
KBCO 97.3 FM Boulder, 9-10 pm Blues from the Red Rooster Lounge
KPLU Seattle, 7 pm-1 am http://www.kplu.org

MONDAY
KSBV 93.7 FM Salida, 9-10 am Blues Deluxe
KAHM 88.1 FM Grand Junction, 9 am-noon Jimmy’s Blues Kitchen (alternate weeks)
KJX & KCJX 88.9, 89.7, 90.1, 90.9, 91.1, 91.5 FM Aspen, Carbondale, Rifle and other towns, 11-midnight Blue Horizon with Blue Bird

TUESDAY
KVNF 90.9 FM Paonia & 89.1 FM Montrose, noon-3 pm, Blues & Other Colors www.kvnf.org
KAHM 88.1 FM Grand Junction, 1-4 pm, Bluesday Laboratory
KLZR 91.7FM Westcliffe, 2-4pm blues with Sally Barnes

WEDNESDAY
KCRT 92.5 FM Trinidad, 7-8 pm Trinidadia Blues Hour with Ken Saydak and Darnell Miller
KHEN 106.9 FM Salida, 1-4 pm Jazz & Blues with Bill
KVNF 0.9 FM Paonia & 89.1 FM Montrose, 9-9:30 pm midnight Crosssties, www.kvnf.org
KRFC 88.9 FM Fort Collins, 8-10 pm House Rent Party with Jeff

THURSDAY
KAHM 88.1 FM Grand Junction, 9 am-noon Blues Injection with Mickey the K
KVLE 93.5 FM Crested Butte/Monarch, 102.3 FM Gunnison, 2-3 pm Blues Deluxe www.blueswithrussell.com, 8-10 pm Blues with Russell
KJX & KCJX 88.9, 89.7, 90.1, 90.9, 91.1, 91.5 FM Aspen, Carbondale, Rifle and other towns, 11-midnight, Beale Street Caravan
KLZR 91.7FM Westcliffe, 2-4pm blues with AJ Biggerstaff

FRIDAY
KVNF 90.9 FM Paonia & 89.1 FM Montrose, 1-4 pm, Friday Afternoon Club www.kvnf.org
KGNU 88.5 FM Boulder, 1390 AM Denver, 93.7 FM Ward/Nederland 6-9 pm Blues Legacy

www.kvufm.com
9pm-midnight Friday Blues Highway with Sam Mayfield or guest host

SATURDAY
KAHM 88.1 FM Grand Junction, 9pm-6am Jazz, Blues, Folk & Rock
KHEN 106.9 FM Salida, noon-4 pm Sonic Gumbo with Doc www.kgoat.org, noon-1 pm Jazz & Blues Crusade with Count Rabula
KJX & KCJX 88.9, 89.7, 90.1, 90.9, 91.1, 91.5 FM Aspen, Carbondale, Rifle and other towns, 11-midnight Blues Before Sunrise
KPLU Seattle, 7 pm-1 am http://www.kplu.org

FEB. - MARCH 2017 HOLLER
YES, I WANT TO HELP SUPPORT THE COLORADO BLUES SOCIETY
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
- Subscription to the Colorado Blues Society HOLLER
- Discounts on CBS events & merchandise
- Privileged rates at participating businesses

Name ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Work Phone _______________________________________  Home Phone _____________________________________________
Email address _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupation _________________________________________________________________________________________________
Hobby/Interest ________________________  Name of referring member______________________________________________
May we share your contact information with other organizations/companies for blues-related purposes?  YES______ NO _____
___ $30 INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP   ___ $20 STUDENT OR SENIOR (60 yrs or older)  ___ $40 FAMILY MEMBERSHIP
___ $60 BUSINESS MEMBERSHIP   ___ $100 MOJO MEMBERSHIP   ___ $35 INTERNATIONAL (NON-U.S. ADDRESS)
___ Check or money order enclosed (payable to Colorado Blues Society)  ___ VISA   ___ MASTERCARD
Account No. ______________________________________________________________ Expiration Date _____________________
Signature _______________________________________________________________________  Date _______________________

CBS MEMBER DISCOUNTS - JUST SHOW YOUR MEMBERSHIP CARD
ALBUMS ON THE HILL 10% off non-sale items • ANGELOS CD’s & MORE (Littleton, Aurora, Thornton) •
CHASE HOME FINANCE (Boulder, Barbara Goldman) $200 off closing costs • CHERRY BLOSSOM FLO-
RISTS (Westminster) 15% off cash & carry items • CLEAR GRAVY PRODUCTIONS (Frederick) 15% off studio
fees • DELTA BLUES MUSEUM (Clarksdale, MS) 50% off admission • FOLKLORE CENTER (Denver) 10% off
non-sale items • HANGAR BAR (Denver) 2nd drink free • THE HATTERS (Trinidad) 10% off non -sale items
• MARIPOSA PLANTS & FLOWERS (Greeley) 10% off non-sale items • OSKAR BLUES (Lyons) 10% off ev-
yerything • PARKER REAL ESTATE BROKERS (Parker) 10% off fees • SWALLOW HILL MUSIC ASSOCIATION
(Denver) 10% off non-sale items • TWIST & SHOUT CD’s & TAPES (Denver) 10% off non-sale items • WAX
TRAX CD’s & TAPES (Denver & Boulder) 10% off non-sale items • ROCKEY RIVER RESORT (Gunnison) 10%
of non-sale items

Send completed form & check to: Colorado Blues Society
P.O. Box 386
Windsor, CO 80550-5328

___ YES, I would like to volunteer